Château Corton Grancey
Grand Cru
Editor’s Choice

97

“A gentle floral hint, almost of
jasmine, precedes the subtle redcherry note of this wine. Coming
in with slender grace, the palate is
lightly edged by vanilla that softens
the bracingly fresh red-currant
note. The structure is graceful, yet
enduring and firm. Freshness and
fruit mingle in this fine edifice,
shimmering with concentration and
poise.”

Romanée-Saint-Vivant Grand Cru
“Les Quatre Journaux”
Cellar Selection
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Chambertin Grand Cru
“Cuvée Héritiers Latour”

97

December 2020

2018 Louis Latour

“Sumptuous black cherry flickers across
the nose on this wine in tantalizing
fashion, only to disappear again. The
palate provides a firm but smooth
channel for all this ripe, smooth and
aromatic fruit. Compact, profound and
structured, the velvety body also flexes
with muscle. Energy pulses below the
surface. Forbidding for now, the wine is
certain to relax into pleasure”
Pommard

Pinot Noir
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Clos Vougeot
Grand Cru

95

“Black-cherry hints on the shy nose
of this wine seem compact, releasing
in little bursts. The palate has an
equally compressed body. It’s well
defined, rounded and elegant,
luscious with ripe fruit. It dances
on the tongue before bursting with
freshness and aroma.”

Volnay
“En Chevret” Premier Cru

“Epenots” Premier Cru

“Touches of reduction, creamy richness and black elderberry
combine on the subtle nose of this wine, promising dark allure.
The palate delivers on the dense, velvety body where freshness
is met with creaminess. Tart but ripe black cherry is dusted by
dark chocolate in this tight, taut but expressive wine”

“A hint of forest fruit appears one
minute; the next this wine’s shy
nose shuts down again. The palate
comes in with concentrated, svelte
insistence. Within the frame of
the fine tannins there is a certain
plushness of fruit, while the firm,
graceful structure keeps all within
its soaring bounds, channeling
energy, aroma and fruit forward into
the future. What an experience.”

93

“Only faint notes of ripe, red cherry come through at first.
The palate of this wine does not hold back and presents
aromatic, tart red cherry on a taut, slender palate.
Although the warmth of the fruit exemplifies 2018, it was
captured with freshness and aroma. Tannins are silky and
the finish is firm and fresh.”

Aloxe-Corton
“Chaillots” Premier Cru

Vosne-Romanée

93

“Hints of creamy oak and
heady cherry, with the slightest
whiff of Kirsch, rise from the
glass. The palate of this wine
is equally aromatic, almost
emollient in its silky texture with
a slight creaminess. It has lovely
concentration and the slight heat
is countered by vivid freshness.
Cherry notes echo on the long
finish.”

Beaune Vignes Franches
Premier Cru

92

“The nose of this wine opens
with notes of red cherry, crushed
blackberry and a fragrant hint
of vanilla. Although the palate is
ripe and rounded, the freshness
of the fruit is undoubted. Aromas
are enriched by the gentle hint
of vanilla that almost has a floral
edge. Fine tannins still brush
gently but will become supple
with time.”
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2018 Louis Latour

Aloxe-Corton
Domaine Latour Premier Cru
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Pinot Noir

“The nose of this wine opens
with notes of red cherry,
crushed blackberry and
a fragrant hint of vanilla.
Although the palate is ripe and
rounded, the freshness of the
fruit is undoubted. Aromas are
enriched by the gentle hint of
vanilla that almost has a floral
edge. Fine tannins still brush
gently but will become supple
with time.”

“Rounded notes of ripe, dark
cherry on the nose of this wine
spell generosity and juiciness.
The palate delivers but frames
the fruit with freshness and
a web of tannins that leave a
pleasantly brushing sensation,
expressing the well-managed
richness and generosity.”

Marsannay

Santenay

“The flinty promise of slight reduction is the
first notion on the nose of this wine, followed
by a bright, juicy red-cherry tone. The palate
also has that appetizing flintiness surrounding
ripe, almost fleshy cherry that sits around a core
of freshness. Subtle, juicy tannins appear on the
appealing finish”

“Toasty oak on the nose of this wine has an
almost floral aspect and projects creaminess.
The palate comes in with mellow smoothness,
carrying ripe red cherry with overtones of
Morello. Freshness pervades the fruit on a
sinuous palate., while creaminess dominates
the finish.”
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